SUMMARIST is an attempt to create a robust automated text summanzaUon system, based on the 'equation' summarization = topw Ment:ficatwn + mterpretatwn + generatwn
Introduction

Summary: Extract or Abstract?
The task of a Summarizer ~s to produce a synopsis of any document (or set of documents) submitted to It These synopses may range from a list of isolated keywords that mdlcate the major content of the document(s), through a hst of independent single sentences that express the major content, all the way up to a coherent, fully planned and generated paragraph that compresses the document The more sophmUcated a synopsis, the more effort it generally takes to produce Several exJstmg systems, mcludmg some Web browsers, claun to perform text summarization However, even a cursory analysis of their output shows that their so-called summaries are actually portions of the text, produced verbatim While there is nothing wrong with such extracts, per se, a truly comprehensive and mformaUve text summary fuses together various concepts of the text Into a sinaller number of concepts, to form an abstract
We define extracts as consistmg wholly of pomons extracted verbatim from the ongmal (they may be single words or whole passages) and abstracts as conssstmg of novel phrasings describing the content of the original (which might be paraphrases or fully newly synthesized text)
Generally, producing an abstract requires stages of topic fusion and text generation not needed for extracts '-
L2 SUMMARIST
Over the past two years we have been developing . the text summarization, system. SUMMARIST-In this paper, we describe its structure and provide de~ls on the evaluated results of two of its component modules
The goal of SUMMARIST is to provide both extracts and absWacts for arbitrary English (and later, other-language) input text SUMMARIST combines symbolic world knowledge (embodied m WordNet, dicUonanes, and s~mxlar resources) with robust NLP processing (using IR and statistical techniques) to overcome the problems endemic to either approach alone These .problems arise because exmtmg robust NLP methods tend to operate at the word level, and hence miss conceptlevel generalizations, which are provided by symbolic world knowledge, whale on the other hand symbolic knowledge is too difficult to acqmre m large enough scale to provide coverage and robustness.
For robust summarization, both aspects are needed
The heart of abstract formation Is the interpretation process performed to fuse concepts This step occurs in the middle of the summarization procedure, to find the appropriate set of concepts in an Input text, an initial stage of concept identification and extraction is required, to produce the summary, a final stage of generation Is needed Thus SUMMARIST IS based on the following 'equatson' John and Bdl wanted money They bought ski-masks and guns and stole an old car from a netghbor Wearing their skimasks and wavmg their guns, the two entered the bank, and within minutes left the bank with several bags of $100 bdls They drove away happy, throwing away the ski-masks and guns m a sidewalk trash can They were never caught The popular method of sunple word counting would indicate that the story is about sk|-masks and guns, both of which are mentmned three times, more than any other word Clearly, however, the story is about a robbery, and any summary of It must menUon th|s fact Some process of interpreting the mdlwdual words as part of some encompassing concept is requued One such process, word clustenng, ~s an essentml technique for topic =dent=ficaUon m IR This techmque would match the words "gun", "mask", "money", "caught", "stole", etc, against the set of words that form the so-called signature for the word "robbery" Other, more soph|sttcated forms of word clustering and fusion are possible, mcludmg script matchmg, deductive reference, and concept clustenng 3. Generation Two options exist either the output is a verbatim quotaUon of some portion(s) of the input, or ~t must be generated anew In the former case, no generator is needed, but the output is not lflcely to be htgh-quahty text (although this might be sufficient for the apphcatlon) 
Topic Interpretation (Concept Fusion)
The second step m the summarization process is that of concept interpretation In this step, a collection of extracted concepts are 'fused' into their one (or more) higher-level unifying concept(s) Concept fusion can be as simple as We counted the occurrences of each content word (canonicalized morphologically to remove• plurals, etc ), m the texts of a class, relative to the number of tunes they occur m the whole corpus (this is the standard tftdf method) We then selected the top-sconng 300 terms for each category and created a signature with the category name as its head The top terms of four example slgnatures are shown m Figure 3 It is qmte easy to determine the idenUty of the signature head just by mspecUng the top few signature mdlcators • SUMMARIST will use signatures for summary creatmn as follows After the topic identification module(s) ldentifyhes a set of words or concepts, the signature-based concept interpretation module wdl iden~fy the most pertinent signatures subsummg the topic words, and the signature's head concept will then be used as the summarizing fuser concepts
Matching the identified topic terms against all signature indicators involves several problems, mcludmg takmg rote account the relative frequencies of occurrence and resolwng matches wRh muRlple signatures, and specifying thresholds of acceptablhty Evaluation.
First, however, we had to evaluate the quality of the signatures formed by our algorithm Recogmzmg the similarity of signature recognmon to document categorization, we evaluated the effectiveness of each signature by seeing how well R serves as a selectmn criterion on new texts
As data we used a set of• 2,204 prewously unseen WSJ news articles from 1988
For each test text, we created a single-text 'document signature' usmg the same ~f:dfmeasure as before, and then matched this document signature against the category signatures The closest match provided the class mto which the text was categorized We tested four different matching functions, mcludmg a simple binary match (count 1 if a term match occurs, 0 otherwise), curve-fit match (mimmtze the difference m occurrence frequency of each term between document and concept signatures), and cosine match (mmma~ze the cosine angle in the hyperspace formed when each signature is viewed as a vector and each word frequency specifies the distance along the dimension for that word) Extending this work will reqmre the crealaon of concept signatures for hundreds, and eventually thousands, of different topics needed for robust summartzatlon
We plan to mvestagate the effectiveness of a varterty of methods for doing this
Summary Generation
The final step in the summarization process hs to generate the summary, conslstmg of the fused concepts, m Enghsh A range of posslbdmes occurs here, from sunple concept printing to sophlsUcated sentence p!annmg and surface-form reahzat~on Although, as mentioned m Section 1, s~mple extract summaries reqmre no generatton stage, eventually SUMMARIST wdl contain three generation modules, assocmted as approprmte with the various levels for various apphcatlons 1 Topzc output Sometimes no summary Is really needed, a simple hst of the summartzmg topics ~s enough SUMMARIST wall print the fuser concepts produced by stage 2 of the process, sorted by decreasing nnportance 2 Phrase concatenatzon SUMMARIST wdl mclude a rudimentary generator that composes noun phrase-and clause-stzed umts into stmple sentences It wdl extract the noun phrases and clauses from the mput text, by following hnks from the fuser concepts through the words .that support them back into the mput text 3 Full sentence planmng and generatton SUMMARIST wdl employ the sentence planner being bruit at ISI (m collaboration with the HealthDoe project from the Umverslty of Waterloo) [Hovy and Wanner 96] i  I  I  I  i  I  i  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
